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Abstract

In the service-oriented software environment, interactions between components are highly dependent on the exposed service interfaces. Therefore, designing an appropriate service interface is essential. In this paper, we aim to perform a comparative evaluation on three different approaches to service interface design, i.e. method-centric, message-centric and resource-centric. The evaluation is performed systematically based on a list of selected evaluation criteria. It is expected that the evaluation results may assist software architects to understand the differences between approaches and adopt the approaches wisely in the service interface design.

1. Introduction

Back to year 2000 in a software maintenance and evolution roadmap [1], Bennet and Rajlich envisioned a “software as a service” (SaaS) model that aims to improve software evolution by allowing users to assemble a set of services for use on demand [2]. The model allows dynamic service substitution whereby, unsatisfied service components can be disengaged easily and replaced immediately with new ones found in an open marketplace. Besides SaaS, a similar model, termed Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) is progressively being pushed as an alternative to traditional Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) for business-to-business interactions [3] and promoted as an integration solution for enterprise applications [4].

Despite the differences of usage, service-oriented models share a common challenging environment that is, to handle the interactions among a large number of heterogeneous components. Due to the complexity of such environment, it is essential for service-oriented software to raise the abstraction by shielding more implementation details behind well-defined interfaces. Interactions are allowed only through the service interfaces. Thus, an appropriate interface design is important.

This paper starts with describing a common service-oriented software environment in section 2, followed by a brief description on the three service interface design approaches in section 3. The evaluation criteria and the comparative evaluation are discussed in section 4, whilst related work is presented in section 5. The conclusion and further work are summarized in section 6.

2. Service-oriented software environment

Service-oriented software paradigm has its own unique environment, which will directly influence the design of software. First, a precondition to allow dynamic service substitutability is to have an open marketplace with a large number of services offered by competing vendors. Software interoperability and integration issues cannot be avoided when users need to assemble different services developed independently into one software within a short period (termed as ultra-late binding [5]). Second, different services are often distributed across wide geographical locations, which leads to issues in distributed computing [6]. Finally, in contrast with the distributed environment within single trust boundary, where single authority is able to coordinate all participating components for software changes in a controlled manner, the service-oriented environment often needs to scale up to involve world-wide participating organizations from different trust boundaries, thus a centralized maintenance and evolution process becomes impractical.

The three issues described above represent a generalized view of the service-oriented environment.
To design a service that will operate well in such environment, architects should understand potential problems raised by each issue and tackle them appropriately in the design. However, depends on the actual deployment environment, the significant impact of each issue may be vary. At one end of the spectrum, the actual environment may consist of a few services that are developed and maintained by single vendor and operate in a local area network within a small organization. At the other end, we expect an open marketplace with many services developed independently to compete and interact with each other in an Internet-scale distributed environment. Based on the actual deployment environment, architects may choose to ignore issues with little impact in order to achieve an optimized design.

3. Service interface design

Service providers offer services by exposing a set of well-defined service interfaces to consumers. Service interface is the only communication point between both parties. It is important to design service interfaces that match with the nature of service-oriented environment. In this paper, we discuss three service interface design approaches currently used in practice, i.e. method-centric, message-centric, and resource-centric. This section provides a brief description of each approach.

3.1. Method-centric approach

Similar to Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that allows a program to call procedures located on other machines, method-centric approach exposes service functionality via a set of distinct procedure calls. Consumers invoke an application-specific operation on a service endpoint with input arguments and optionally expecting for a return value. Current implementations can be found in several public web-based service applications. For example, Google exposes its services as three operations: doGoogleSearch, doGetCachedPage and doSpellingSuggestion [7]. Most earlier service-oriented research [8-12] are centered on this approach. In some literatures, it is termed control-centric [13], programmatic approach [14] or RPC-style.

3.2. Message-centric approach

In message-centric approach, instead of invoking function calls, consumers consume a service by exchanging application-specific messages with a service endpoint. Service providers define a set of schemas (e.g. XML document schema) for messages that will be used in the interactions. Several online business standards (e.g. RosettaNet [15] and OpenTravel Alliance (OTA) [16]) have adopted this approach. For example, a purchase order can be submitted to a RosettaNet-compliant purchase service by sending a PurchaseOrderRequest message and receiving a PurchaseOrderConfirmation message as response. In contrast with method-centric interface that exposes multiple operations, message-centric interface has only a processThis operation to receive various messages for processing. Since there is only one operation, it is therefore implicit [17].

3.3. Resource-centric approach

Resource-centric is also known as content-centric [13], Representational State Transfer (REST) style [18] or constrained interface [19] in different literatures. The most distinct difference from other approaches is that, it applies a uniform interface constraint [18] to restrict the interaction. Everything that consumers interact with is always a resource, thus a set of messages can be used uniformly to interact with all resources across different domains. The most notable implementation of this approach is the World Wide Web (WWW), a world-wide deployed distributed document-based system [20]. It uses a set of standard general-purpose messages in Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [21] to allow consumers to interact with resources. For instance, a HTTP GET message can be used to retrieve a web page, as well as a bookmark list at del.ico.us bookmark service [22] or even an object stored in Amazon S3 storage service [23].

4. Comparative evaluation of service interface design approaches

In this section, we systematically analyze and evaluate each service interface design approach based on a set of evaluation criteria.

4.1 The evaluation criteria

It is important to realize that designing a service interface is different from designing a library-based API interface for local running applications. There are simply more issues to concern due to the nature of service-oriented environment. We have selected a list of design concern issues as the evaluation criteria, and then group them into three design concern areas:
Table 1. Summary of evaluation criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design for developers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction model</td>
<td>the underlying abstraction model used by a service interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>the degree of business-level interaction details described by a service interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>the ease of interface standardization and software integration tasks within and across domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td>the cost of changing service interfaces over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for distributed environment</td>
<td>to handle the network latency in a distributed environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>to handle the partial failure nature of distributed environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial failure</td>
<td>to model business-level asynchronous interaction in service interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync/async interaction</td>
<td>to model business-level asynchronous interaction in service interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Design for developers.** Developers who build a service implementation or software that consume the service need to understand the abstraction model underlying a particular service interface. Each interface design approach may adopt a different model. Each model provides a different way to think about a domain problem and a different way to model the service abstractions. Understanding each model is crucial for architects to construct appropriate service abstractions and to enforce certain design practices tailored to the adopted model. It is also important for service-oriented application framework developers to design frameworks that match to the nature of each abstraction model. In this area, we consider two criteria: *abstraction model* and *granularity*.

- **Design for maintenance.** As mentioned earlier, the integration issue cannot be avoided in service-oriented software environment, thus it should be taken care right from the design. For long-term maintenance, since the communication between service providers and consumers are heavily relying on service interfaces, changes on interfaces may break the binding between both parties. Coordinating interface changes in an Internet-scale distributed environment without centralized maintenance is non-trivial. Periodically changes that each time invalidates the previous interface contract may discourage consumers from binding to a service. Therefore, the interface evolvability should be taken care as well. We consider both *integration* and *evolution* as the criteria in this area.

- **Design for distributed environment.** Early distributed computing research has warned about the negative impact of hiding the nature of distributed environment from programmers [6]. Architects should realize the distributed computing is a part of the service-oriented environment and should handle related issues accordingly in the interface design. In this paper, we include three criteria: *latency, partial failure, and synchronous/asynchronous interaction*.

  The criteria presented here is not an exhaustive list. However, they are enough to cover a wider range of concern areas and able to reveal the differences of three design approaches from various perspectives.

4.2 The comparative evaluation

4.2.1 Abstraction model. The method-centric approach adopts a similar abstraction model of structured programming paradigm. A *method-centric interface can be viewed as a list of procedure calls*. Each procedure call is identified by its signature consists of an operation name, a list of input arguments and optional return value. As a result, method-centric interfaces can be mapped naturally to existing interface definition languages (e.g. OMG IDL [24]) and programming languages. This may help to retain features directly from earlier programming paradigms, e.g. the static type checking at compilation time. Furthermore, the established design techniques (e.g. structured design [25] and data engineering [26]) may continue to be applicable in the service design. In the abstraction model, business interaction semantics are encoded into the procedure signatures. It means that by sending a `doGoogleSearch` call to Google service, a consumer is expecting to receive a web page search results, and not other results.

  The message-centric approach focus on defining a set of message formats for message-exchange interactions. A *message-centric interface can be viewed as a collection of messages*. Based on the implementations such as RosettaNet and OTA, interestingly, we observe a common method used by architects to identify and design messages. To illustrate this, given a method-centric interface `doGoogleSearch`, the common way is to split the procedure call into two different messages: a `GoogleSearchRequest` message that contains all input arguments and a `GoogleSearchResults` message with the returned search results. A message can be as simple as an argument list or as complex as a hierarchical data structure. Business interaction semantics are encoded into each message. For instance, by sending a `GoogleSearchRequest` message, the
sender can safely assume that a GoogleSearchResults message will be returned.

The resource-centric approach constrains the consumers to always, and only interact with resources. Thus, a resource-centric interface can be viewed as a collection of resources. Two object-oriented (OO) concepts, i.e. polymorphism [27] and programming to interface [28] may help to explain the model. Using the former, all resources should be derived from a single abstract class Resource, thus they can be accessed uniformly through operations defined in the abstract class. Based on the latter, all resources should implement a same Resource interface. Users can then interact with them through a same set of operations regardless of their actual types.

The resource-centric model has been implemented in the Web architecture, where HTTP/1.1 provides a standard set of general-purpose messages for resource manipulation. To further understand the model, we borrow the OO concept of identity/state/behavior [27], whereby: each resource has an identity (URI); it may have a state similar to an object’s variables; a resource’s state is retrieved or updated through HTTP GET or PUT message respectively; data is sent to a resource via POST message for encapsulated processing (behavior). Interestingly, Venner’s observation [29] in OO design paradigm shows that most object’s operations can be generalized into three basic types: state-view, state-change and utility, which are semantically equivalent to HTTP GET, PUT and POST messages respectively. Booch [27] also suggests a similar classification (i.e. selector, modifier and free subprogram). From this insight, we may suggest that a resource is approximate to a generalized object with a small set of general but sufficient operations for common OO interactions. A more concrete model proposed by Baker can be found in [30].

Rather to have application-specific business semantics, HTTP messages are encoded with general resource manipulation semantics (e.g. retrieve/modify resource state, create new resource). Thus, the messages can be reused to manipulate various resources across applications. For example, we send a HTTP GET message to the Google Search resource [31] to retrieve a search result; by changing the target resource’s identifier, the GET message can be sent to the Bucket resource at Amazon S3 service [23] to retrieve a list of objects stored in that bucket. Similar to OO, resources are differentiated by their identifiers.

4.2.2 Granularity. In the context of service interface, granularity often refers to the degree of business-level interaction details described by an interface. Raising the abstraction level often results a coarse-grained granularity. For example, a service may provide an interface to accept a purchase order submission (includes all purchase items) as a whole unit in single interaction. In contrast, a fine-grained service interface may accept a purchase order submission through multiple interactions (e.g. by accepting each purchase item separately). Since granularity represents the business-level interaction abstraction, it is important to align it with consumer needs and application domain requirements. In other words, the granularity level should be a design choice made by architects to match the business requirements, and not because of the adoption of certain interface design approach. Therefore, it should not become a primary reason to choose between interface design approaches.

However, architects should be aware of the cost of network latency in actual deployment environment since most interactions will be done through network links. Besides, it is worthwhile to note here, as pointed out by Feuerlicht [14], if without careful design, the message-centric approach may produce over-coarse-grained interfaces, which results in complex message structures. A better message design method may be needed to cope with message schema maintainability issues.

4.2.3 Integration. Standardization on communication point is an important step to promote interoperable interaction and integration among a wide range of heterogeneous components [32]. It has been identified that it is more difficult to standardize control-centric interfaces than content-centric interfaces [8, 13].

The method-centric interface is control-centric. A service is allowed to expose a variety of arbitrary application-specific operations, which are often vendor-specific. For example, Google search engine currently provides a doGoogleSearch operation, while other search engines will certainly provide similar operations with different names. Thus, in order to substitute services dynamically, consumers are required to know every vendor-specific operation available in the marketplace. This approach does not scale well for integration tasks within a domain as well as across domain when the number of services grows. Early service-oriented research on integration and interoperation has focus on workarounds to reduce the interface variation by using an interface adapter framework [8], introducing a generalized abstract service interface layer on top of services [9, 11], and mapping is-a hierarchical relationship between similar services [33].

In current practice, message-centric interfaces are often developed and governed by a few standard business alliances (e.g. OTA [16]) and used within their own domain. Open and standard message formats help in promoting interoperable communications.
However, since the current practice of standardization in message-centric is towards domain-specific, the messages are often not usable outside a specific interaction context. Thus, it does not ease the integration tasks across domain. Section 4.2.4 will continue to elaborate more on this particular issue.

The resource-centric interface is towards content-centric. Its generic resource interaction model provides a unified data-centric model to simplify overall integration tasks [13]. Interface variation is minimized by enforcing standardization on message semantics, i.e. HTTP. General-purpose message semantics in HTTP encourage further adoptions within and across domain. The resource-centric has been adopted by several ubiquitous computing research [34-36] as a middleware integration platform for a wide range of portable computing devices.

4.2.4 Evolution. In method-centric approach, each service procedure call is identified via its signature, thus suffers from tight coupling between the operation name and input arguments. A slight change in input arguments will alter the procedure signature and immediately break the interface contract. Interface evolvability may be improved by separating input arguments from the signature and representing them with a more flexible format (e.g. RDF document).

It is common to see huge and complex XML message schema specifications in message-centric interfaces. Feuerlicht suggests the complexity and redundancy of message data structures increase data coupling and reduce message evolvability [14]. Besides, we also notice that many message schemas are hardly reusable outside a specific interaction context. Possibly, it is due to the tight coupling between the context-specific protocol message and its document payload. To illustrate this: RosettaNet’s Cluster 3 “Order Management” PIP3A4 Specification [15] defines a PurchaseOrderRequest message standard specifically for the buyer to submit an order to the seller to purchase desired items. In this case, the message is context-specific thus limiting its reusability outside the buyer-seller purchase order submission scenario. An alternative design is to separate out a standalone PurchaseOrder document from the PurchaseOrderRequest message and standardize the document format for public adoption. Compare to a standardized PurchaseOrderRequest message, a standardized PurchaseOrder document may be reuse across domain.

In contrast to message-centric, resource-centric decouples the document payload from HTTP protocol message. This simple separation introduces significant advantages. First, both protocol message and document can now evolve independently. Second, a standalone document can be reuse in different contexts across domain. For instance, a HTTP POST message with PurchaseOrder document as payload can be sent to a printing service to print out the document, as well as to a purchase service to submit the purchase order. Besides, a simple technique similar to OO method overloading may be used in resource-centric design to encourage evolvability. For instance, a purchase service may initially accept only one type of PurchaseOrder document via a POST message. Over time, it may overload the POST message to accept new variants without rejecting the earlier one. This may allow a service to upgrade gradually without breaking the earlier interface contract.

4.2.5 Latency. The resource-centric model is often associated with HTTP, a network-based application protocol. HTTP provides a caching feature to handle network latency. Thus, architects may leverage this feature and decide the caching strategy at the design time. On the other hand, method-centric and message-centric approaches are not associated with a particular network-based application protocol. Since the network latency problem is unavoidable in the service deployment environment, architects should know how to handle the problem in the chosen communication platform. Although some may argue that latency is more a deployment issue, it is an advantage to consider it earlier to ensure services are designed with performance concern from ground up. Hiding or ignoring the latency issue may consider harmful in a distributed computing environment [6].

4.2.6 Partial failure. Partial failure is a central reality of distributed computing environment [6]. Due to the distribution of computation tasks among a set of physically separated components, one component either machine or network link may fail while the others continue. In an Internet-scale network, it is impossible to tell precisely where the failure has taken place. This leads to the question: can a buyer send an identical purchase order request twice or more, when fail to receive a response?

In the resource-centric model, every interaction can be generalized into simple resource state manipulation. Sending a request to a resource is simply an action to change or retrieve the resource’s state. When dealing with partial failure, this model allows a sender to retrieve the latest resource’s state to verify whether the previous state change attempt has been successful before deciding to resend the request. In addition, each message in HTTP is given a label (e.g. safe, idempotent [21]) to suggest its usage and possible effects when dealing with identical requests. It aids architects to make appropriate design decision, for
example HTTP PUT may be preferred over POST when possible, due to its idempotent nature that allows clients to resend identical requests without breaking the intended semantics. Both method-centric and message-centric approach may utilize this feature by choosing HTTP as the communication protocol in deployment. An alternative is to migrate the responsibility to a separate reliable-messaging layer (e.g. WS-Reliability [37]) underneath all interacting components.

4.2.7 Synchronous/asynchronous interaction. A service may require certain business process interactions to be asynchronous. For example, when a purchase order is submitted to the seller, the purchase order may be put into pending for days before the final confirmation (or rejection) returned to the buyer.

At interface level, we often view a procedure call as synchronous [38] because in method-centric approach, each business process function is often modeled as single procedure call. For instance, when a submitPurchaseOrder operation is designed to return the final confirmation results, it does not make much sense to invoke the procedure call and maintain the connection for days before the results returned. Therefore, method-centric model may not be as natural in representing asynchronous interactions. In local computing, passing a callback function reference address along with the invocation will allow asynchronous call. To apply this concept in a large-scale distributed environment, standardization on the reference address schema is essential to ensure the callbacks are identifiable and accessible globally.

By decoupling the request and response into two separate messages, message-centric is often viewed as a better choice for asynchronous interaction. A pair of separated request/response messages are designed to represent a single business process function. For example, a purchase order submission function can be modeled as two separate messages: a PurchaseOrderRequest message contains all purchase items details and a PurchaseOrderConfirmation message with the order confirmation. Due to the partial failure nature in the deployment environment, architects often need to design an extra Acknowledged message to be sent back immediately from the receiver to the sender whenever a request received.

By not hiding the network existence at interface level, the HTTP specification provides a similar Acknowledged message mentioned above (HTTP 202 Accepted [21]). Business-level asynchronous interactions can be achieved with two separate client-server requests: a buyer sends a purchase order (first request) to the seller along with a special resource identifier (e.g. a URI) and the seller returns a “HTTP Accepted” response. Later, the seller sends an order confirmation results (second request) to the special resource supplied in the first request.

5. Related work

An earlier service interface design comparison done by Henkel and Zdravkovic can be found in [19]. They presented a brief discussion about the differences of the three interfaces, without providing detailed evaluation. In a service-oriented design methodology proposed by Papazoglou and Heuvel [38], they suggested the difference between method-centric and message-centric interface is merely the interaction model (synchronous/asynchronous), thus architects may simply decide to adopt one of the approaches based on the preferred interaction model. Feuerlicht further suggested that decision can be delayed until the implementation stage [14]. We suspect the assertions were made due to the lack of understanding on the abstraction model underlying each approach. From our evaluation, it is clear that there are simply more issues to be considered during the design of service interface.

6. Conclusion and further work

The paper presents a comparative evaluation on three service interface approaches, i.e. method-centric, message-centric and resource-centric. It first explains common issues found in the service-oriented environment. Based on this environment, a list of evaluation criteria has been selected and grouped into three design concern areas. The list is then used in the analysis and evaluation of each design approach.

From the evaluation, we notice the method-centric abstraction model can be mapped naturally to existing programming languages, thus several established design techniques may be applied easily. On the other hand, the uniform interface constraint in resource-centric approach simplifies the integration tasks. While the message-centric interface allows asynchronous data exchange, its maintainability problems should be taken care during the design. This paper does not provide quantitative data to insist that certain design approach is superior over another. It is more important for architects to first, be aware of the common issues in service-oriented environment, then selectively adopt or hybrid desired design approaches and decide the associated technology platforms tailored to the actual deployment environment. Further research interest may focus on service interface design techniques from both interoperability and maintainability perspectives.
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